
MOSCOW week  

SAT 12   Depart from the UK to Moscow SHEREMETYVO. We are staying throughout the trip at the new 
Radisson at SVO. This hotel overlooks the ramp and has a rooftop terrace that has amazing views 

SUN 13   Completely free day at hotel, viewing from the bar, room or terrace. 

MON 14   All day at DOMODEDOVO with a full ramp tour for most of the day. Return to SVO in the evening. 

TUE 15    Day trip to Vnukovo where we spend most of the day. 

WED 16   Myachkovo in the morning, with flights available on several types. Afternoon visit to the amazing 
Monino museum, which might not be open for much longer! Also quick visits to CHERNOE and ZARYA, 
Returning to SVO in the evening. 

THU 17   Today is a free day, which we will arrange a visit to another airport or base (TBA). 

FRI 18   This morning we have a ramp tour of SVO. We also take a closer look at the technical area at the 
back of SVO. Return to hotel or airport. 

 

AUG 12-18
With optional extension to ULYANOVSK AUG 12-20 

Some people can fly home this afternoon, or there is the chance 
to extend to ULYANOVSK, We drive to VNUKOVO for our flight by UT Air to BARATAEVKA with 
nearby hotel. 

SAT 19   Today we hope to visit BARATAEVKA with a ramp tour. We will also visit the UVAUGA college 
with it's fleet of Yak 18s. In the afternoon we visit VOSTOCHNY, home of POLET. We hope to drive past 
the factory of AVIASTAR, where they build and maintain the AN124, TU204, IL76MD 

SUN 20   Morning visit to the Civil Aviation museum, with aircraft such as the TU144. We return to 
BARATAEVKA for our flight back to VNUKOVO. On arrival we transfer to SVO for our evening return flight. 

Est Cost: £1290   Deposit: £290   Single Room: £295

- Ulyanovsk Extension: £369 Including all flights, hotels and transfers - 

Price includes All flights with taxes, 6 nights hotel, Ground transportation, Airshow tickets (trade)
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